
1. Anna Pasieka 
Homeward Bound 
NFS 
paper/pen 

 
I create art because of long the process it takes and the satisfaction that 
arises from completing a piece of art. There is nothing more satisfying 
than suing your visions come to life! 
 
 

2. Brooklynn Smith 
The Wildflower 
makeup/digital photograph 
 
I use makeup as a form of expression beyond traditional beauty. 
Making makeup art really helped me express and understand myself. 
 
 

3. Brooklynn Smith 
The Chandelier 
makeup/digital photograph 
 
I use makeup as a form of expression beyond traditional beauty. 
Making makeup art really helped me express and understand myself. 
 
 

4. Carly Kent 
Origami Flowers 
NFS 
origami paper/newspaper 
 

Hi! I'm Carly, I am a junior at GHS. I make origami in a lot of my 
classes as a way to get myself to focus and calm my anxiety. When the 
Spring musical was in auditions I had jokingly suggested to one of my 
friends "oh what if I made some of the flowers out of origami" and 
they really liked that idea and encouraged me to ask Mrs. Mulqueen. 
She loved the idea and I have enjoyed making origami flowers a lot 
since! 
 



5. Celeste van Dokkum 
Stickers 
$3 each  
Procreate/printed sticker 
 
I’m Celeste, a digital painter and animator of animals and fantastical 
creatures. I aim to stay true to its existing anatomy while still bringing 
new and unique elements into the painting. Whether I’m painting for 
a commission or for myself, I love mixing imagination and realism to 
create something beautiful. 
 
(available for purchase in shop) 
 
 

6. Connor Pensa 
Philadelphia Collection 
NFS 
photo print 
 
Hello I am Connor Pensa, I have always had a love for photography 
inspired by my grandfather, Antonio Pensa. 

7.  
 

8. Emily Hopkins 
Blue Skies 
NFS 
ceramic 
 

9. Emily Hopkins 
Green Rim 
NFS 
ceramic 
 
I found my love and passion for creating pottery, specifically using the 
pottery wheel and making different sized cups, bowls, and mugs, in 
Ceramics class at the Guilford High School. After the first time I used 
the pottery wheel, I instantly knew I had found a new hobby of mine 
that I want to do for a lifetime. I create ceramic art because it truly is a 
way to relax and relieve stress, and I find each time I use the pottery 
wheel that my skills become stronger. No matter what I create, I 



always try something different, and learn something new everyday. 
 
 

10. Evelyn Bertolini 
Reductive Skull Study 
NFS 
charcoal 
 
Hi! i am Evelyn Bertolini, a 15 year old artist at Guilford High School. 
I enjoy working with mainly 2d materials and have been drawing since 
I was young. I take inspiration from music and the world around me, 
and I mainly draw people. 
 

11. Evelyn Bertolini 
Pomme 
NFS 
watercolor 
 
Hi! i am Evelyn Bertolini, a 15 year old artist at Guilford High School. 
I enjoy working with mainly 2d materials and have been drawing since 
I was young. I take inspiration from music and the world around me, 
and I mainly draw people. 
 

12. Gatlin Granniss 
The Coolest of Mugs 
$60 
white stoneware 

 
13. Gatlin Granniss 

Indigo Blue Planter 
$200 (plant not included) 
tan stoneware 
 
Following 2022, I put a lot of time into my “Third Place” inside my 
mom’s garage.  
As a longtime student of GAC, I’m both elated and deeply grateful to 
share my efforts here.  
A big thanks to all my lovely teachers I’ve had the pleasure of learning 
from so far, and thank you mom for letting me take over the garage. 
 



 
14. Isabella Salas-Romer 

Trypophobia 
NFS 
clay, acrylic, gel 
 
Art has really inspired my life. I take drawing 3 and Guilford High 
School and every Saturday I teach art at Saturday Art Academy at 
Arte.inc. I also love to explore different media in art like painting, 
sketching, colored pencil, charcoal, etc.. 
 
 

15. Isabella Salas-Romer 
Coulrophobia 
NFS 
pencil, watercolor 
 
Art has really inspired my life. I take drawing 3 and Guilford High 
School and every Saturday I teach art at Saturday Art Academy at 
Arte.inc. I also love to explore different media in art like painting, 
sketching, colored pencil, charcoal, etc.. 
 

16. Janelle Wilkinson 
Accidental Father 
Procreate 
 
Hi, my name is Janelle Wilkinson. I love to draw traditionally and 
digitally. I started to create art from a young age to escape into my 
own reality in which I know I can be in control over what happens. I 
get inspired by other artists/pieces of work but most of the time, I get 
inspired by people I see in everyday life because they always stand out 
to me. This first submission was drawn on a whim because of a funny 
video I saw of this person saying they look like a priest after they 
bought a choker and thought hey that would be awesome to draw and 
I did it. I showed it to them and they loved it. The second was based 
on the painting, At the Edge of the Brook by William-Adolphe 
Bouguereau in which I used two characters from a show called Hunter 
x Hunter whose names were Killua and Alluka. I felt like they fit the 
vibe of this painting and this piece is one of the digital art pieces that I 



am most proud of because I drew it without a sketch and just went in 
with colors immediately (if you understand haha). 
 

17. Janelle Wilkinson 
Protect Nanika 
Procreate 
 
Hi, my name is Janelle Wilkinson. I love to draw traditionally and 
digitally. I started to create art from a young age to escape into my 
own reality in which I know I can be in control over what happens. I 
get inspired by other artists/pieces of work but most of the time, I get 
inspired by people I see in everyday life because they always stand out 
to me. This first submission was drawn on a whim because of a funny 
video I saw of this person saying they look like a priest after they 
bought a choker and thought hey that would be awesome to draw and 
I did it. I showed it to them and they loved it. The second was based 
on the painting, At the Edge of the Brook by William-Adolphe 
Bouguereau in which I used two characters from a show called 
Hunter x Hunter whose names were Killua and Alluka. I felt like they 
fit the vibe of this painting and this piece is one of the digital art 
pieces that I am most proud of because I drew it without a sketch and 
just went in with colors immediately (if you understand haha). 
 

18. Julia Schroers 
Let’s Talk About Your Fertility! 
NFS 
acrylic on canvas 
 
Julia Schroers is a graduating senior from Guilford High School, 
attending Wesleyan University next year to study Anthropology and 
Studio Art. She creates art as a way to study and process the world 
around her: art is an attempt to understand. This mini series is an 
exploration into the matriarchs of her family, and the struggles they 
endured. 
 
 

19. Julia Schroers 
Holy Matrimony 
NFS 
acrylic on canvas 



 
 

20. Julian Gomez 
Untitled 
digital imaging 
 
I enjoy art for the fact that you can create something that didn't 
previously exist, and you can take the world around you and make it 
your own. Art is a great way to make all the ideas in your head a 
reality. 

21.  
 

22. Julian Scharf 
Pants Pot 
NFS 
ceramic 
 

23. Julian Scharf 
Snail Shaker 
NFS 
ceramic 
 
Hi- My name is Julian Scharf and I am a junior at GHS. I created 
these two pieces in a school ceramics class. My medium of art 
(ceramics) is inspired by my love to do hands on projects. I really 
enjoyed creating these two pieces. I hope you enjoy them too! 
 
 

24. Katera Prohaski 
The Rose 
$30 
digital photography 
 
I've been into all things art for as long as I can remember! My goal is 
to make people feel something through my art— I want people to be 
able to connect with my art on an emotional scale. I love to draw, write 
songs, write stories, and make films, but I'm currently investing a lot 
of time into my love for photography! 
 
 



25. Katera Prohaski 
   Morning Mist 
   $30 
   digital photography 
 
I've been into all things art for as long as I can remember! My goal is 
to make people feel something through my art— I want people to be 
able to connect with my art on an emotional scale. I love to draw, write 
songs, write stories, and make films, but I'm currently investing a lot 
of time into my love for photography! 

26.  
 

27. Kendall Mulligan 
   Medea 
   original piano composition 
 
Hi! I'm Kendall, a junior at Guilford High School. In my free time you 
can find me at theater doing theatery stuff, or playing various musical 
instruments. My love for music stemmed when I was just a little girl as 
my parents forced me to watch Baby Mozart. Funnily enough, I have a 
strong dislike for Mozart nowadays. Although my original piece was 
composed on the piano, my primary instrument is the violin! 
 
 

28. Kylin Broderick 
   The Heart Trials 
 
I find that I can be at my best self when I am expressing myself 
through art in photography and digital imaging. 
 
 

29. Mairin Yantorno 
 Little Shop of Horrors 
 digital photography series 
 
My name is Mairin Yantorno and I'm a sophomore at Guilford High 
School. I do mostly photography, and I started taking pictures about a 
year ago for local bands and musicians. Since then, I've branched out 
to portrait and live theatre photography! You can find my full portfolio 
and recent work on my instagram @mairin.jpg 



30.  
31. Mairin Yantorno 

Music 
digital photography series 
 
My name is Mairin Yantorno and I'm a sophomore at Guilford High 
School. I do mostly photography, and I started taking pictures about a 
year ago for local bands and musicians. Since then, I've branched out 
to portrait and live theatre photography! You can find my full 
portfolio and recent work on my instagram @mairin.jpg 
 

32. Maya Stoddard 
The Parallels Between the Universe and Humanity: Seeing 
Stars 
NFS 
graphite on paper 
 
 

33. Maya Stoddard 
The Parallels Between the Universe and Humanity: Phases 
NFS 
acrylic, charcoal on canvas 

 
 

34. Maya Stoddard 
The Parallels Between the Universe and Humanity: 
Breathe 
NFS 
cardboard paper, toned paper, cord, charcoal pencil, alcohol marker 
 
Maya Stoddard is a junior attending Guilford High School who plans 
on pursuing art through college and as a career. She is constantly 
influenced by the world around her, which inspired this collection on 
the connections between the universe and humanity, as well as a 
portrait of a past lover. 

35.  
36. Maya Stoddard 

Homecoming 
NFS 
charcoal on paper 



 
Maya Stoddard is a junior attending Guilford High School who plans 
on pursuing art through college and as a career. She is constantly 
influenced by the world around her, which inspired this collection on 
the connections between the universe and humanity, as well as a 
portrait of a past lover. 
 
 

37. Julie Nikolatos 
Crochet Cape for Spongebob the Musical 
NFS 
yarn 
 
Julie Nikolatos is a senior at Guilford High School. Next year, they will 
be studying electrical and computer engineering at Carnegie Mellon 
University. They have been crocheting for almost their entire life and 
frequently crochets items from clothing to stuffed animals to home 
decor. 
 
This garment was made specially for Guilford High School Theater 
Art’s production of Spongebob the Musical in April of 2022. Along 
with this item being extremely time consuming to create, it was a 
capstone research project, accumulating 100+ hours in research, 
design, prototyping, and creating. 
 

38. Julie Nikolatos 
Crochet Bag 
NFS 
yarn 
 
Julie Nikolatos is a senior at Guilford High School. Next year, they 
will be studying electrical and computer engineering at Carnegie 
Mellon University. They have been crocheting for almost their entire 
life and frequently crochets items from clothing to stuffed animals to 
home decor. 
 

39. Olivia Pionke 
Rose Quartz Ring 
$12 



sterling silver wire, genuine rose quartz stone 
 
 

40. Olivia Pionke 
 Sand Dollar Glass Bracelet 
 $12 
 sterling silver chain, glass sand dollar charm 
 
I am Olivia and I create and sell jewelry. I taught myself how to make 
wired wrapped rings during Covid and then started making necklaces 
and bracelets too. Making jewelry is relaxing for me and I enjoy it a 
lot. 
 
 

41. Rebecca Wang 
 In the Open Field 
 
I like creating art because I think I get to practice on the techniques 
that I can use to make a better art piece. 
 
 

42. Riley Fernandes 
Studio Ghibli Painting 
NFS 
 
Hi I’m Riley and I’m a junior at GHS. I have been working on this 
painting since summer of 2022 and I still haven’t finished it! I 
struggled to find motivation but now that the sun’s coming back out 
again, I’d like to finish it soon. 

43.  
 

44. RT Trotter 
ray 
digital photography 

 
A wanderer and occasional photographer. Loves foxes, sci-fi and 
fantasy stories, and cheese. Going to UConn for Computer Science and 
Engineering. 
 



45. RT Trotter 
blades 
digital photography 
 
A wanderer and occasional photographer. Loves foxes, sci-fi and 
fantasy stories, and cheese. Going to UConn for Computer Science and 
Engineering. 
 
 

46. Topanga Corso 
Untitled 
$155 
ceramic 
 

47. Topanga Corso 
Ocean Odyssey 
$280  
ceramic 
 
 

48. Tor Wettlaufer 
The Blind Prophet 
$75 
acrylic, crackle paint, charcoal, graphite, chalk 
 
Tor Wettlaufer is a senior at Guilford High School and will be 
studying Philosophy at Yale next year. His interest in Philosophy is 
closely tied with his interest in art — questions of identity, meaning, 
and societal development guiding him through both realms, as well as 
the world itself. 
 

49. Tyler Skapczynski 
Map of the Americas 
NFS 
paper, aluminum foil 
 
My name is Tyler Skapczynski, and I love geography. Since 4th grade 
i've enjoyed drawing maps in my free time. 
 
 



50. Valentine Perdu-Ripault 
Bleak Feminine 
$565 
acrylic on canvas 
 
Valentine Perdu-Ripault is a senior in high school that enjoys creating 
art with a wide range of mediums. She finds herself most inspired by 
feminine paintings with a vaguely eerie or bleak quality. Her work can 
be found online on the Instagram account "halaindala_" . 
 
 

51. William McGuire 
Freshwater Streamer Fly 
NFS 
thread, feathers, metal  
 

52. William McGuire 
Freshwater Brook Trout Streamer 
NFS 
thread, feathers, gold wire, metal 
 
 

53. Zander Anestis 
The Cavern 
3D animation 
 
My name is Zander, and I'm a visual effects and CGI artist. I use 
digital animation software to manipulate real life video footage by 
adding computer generated imagery to it, often to tell a story. 
 

54. Zephyr Landry-McWilliams 
Porcelain Prince 
Firealpaca software, ASUS laptop and Gaomon tablet 
 
Ever since I was in pre-school, creating art has been the best 
expressive outlet for me. I have a hard time putting my feelings into 
straightforward words and being able to communicate complex ideas 
through unique portraits and poetic structure allows me to share 
emotions that hardly exist in the English language. 
 



55. Zephyr Landry-McWilliams 
Love Letter to Myself 
$250 
original ukulele song 
 
Ever since I was in pre-school, creating art has been the best 
expressive outlet for me. I have a hard time putting my feelings into 
straightforward words and being able to communicate complex ideas 
through unique portraits and poetic structure allows me to share 
emotions that hardly exist in the English language. 
 

 


